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By E. Floyd Val~ntine 
SUHHARY 
The development of new cowlings, applicable to a 
short-nose radial engine, is described. These cowlings, 
clesignated the HACA cowlings D 8 and .Dsf', employ a 
larger spinner and a higher inlet-velocity ratio than does 
the conventional NACA cowling C. 
The pressures available 'for cooling and the estimated 
critical Mach number were found to be higher with the new 
cowlings than are usually encountered with the convention-
al TIAOA cowling C. 
Large-chord propeller cuffs were found to have a sta-
bilizing effect on the flow entering the cowling arid re-
sulted in increased front pressurss. Fan blades mounted 
on the spinner in the inlet opening had a similar effect. 
IlTTRODUCT I ON 
The present trend in ai~plane dev~lopment is toward 
the attainment of the utmost speed at increasingly high 
altitudes. This increased performanc-e is in part macl.e 
possible by the development of more powerful engines su-
percharged to deliver rated power at high altitudes. Be-
cause of the increase in speed and altitude .and th~ change 
in engine-cooling requirements, the demands on the cowl-
ing become more difficult to meet and certain co0ling 
characteristics that did not require consideration in ear-
lier cowling development become important. 
The present tests are a continuation of a previous 
program th~t resulted in the development of a cowling es~ 
peci~lly for radial engihea equip~ed with long-nose 
propeller-drive shafts. These tests were made at the 
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Langley Llemorial Aeronautic~l'. Labdratory~_Langley Field, 
Va.. The basic \·JOrk conductea. on the moclel airplane in 
the J?ropeller-re search tunnel of the lTAOA has not been 
publi she ti.,; th.e work clone in t·he full-s·cale tunnel· of· the 
NAOA is reported in reference 1. 
The investigation reported herein was directed to-
ward the improvement of the convehtional NACA cowling with 
respect to (1) drag due to external flow, (2) drag dv.e 
to losses associated with cooling, (3) cooling, (4) crit~ 
ical speed, and (5) net efficiency. 
The excess drag is believed to arise from various 
causes as follows: 
(a) Sp-illage of air out·. of the inlet. opening 
results in a poor recovery of energy in the wake, 
particularly for bodies of 1 o.w _fineness_ .. ratios. 
(b) Turbulence within the cowling causes.·a loss 
• in energy that shows u.p as a drag increa·se and as·_. a 
loss in pressure available for cooling. 
(c) High local velocities (high peak negative 
pressur~s) over the cowlirtg surface ~esult in high 
local skin friction and. losses from incomplete trans-
formation of the veloriity energy back into pres.sure 
energy. Critical-speed limitations are also indi-
cateo .• 
(d) The propeller hub and the blade shank have 
b&en found to be a source of power loss even though 
they operate ln the reduced-velocity region at the 
inlet of the conventional cowlini. The cooling in 
many cases has not been satisfactory owing to the 
low front pressures arising from turbulence and 
spillage and because of the absence of.propeller-~: 
shank fairings. Average front pressures generally 
range between O.Bq and 0.9q a~d are not uniform over 
the engine. 
IJ:he 1~1ethods usec'\. in this investigation to improve 
the flow coriditions are outlined as follows: 
(a) With large s~inners having relatively small 
cowling~inlet areas, t~e inlet velocity was varied to 
determine the conditions necessary to stabiiize the 
flow entering the_ cowling. · 1.Phe external shapes were 
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successively modified in order to in~rease the c~it-
iDal speed by reducing the exte~nal pressure p~aks. 
(b)' Large spinners and blade-shank·fairings 
were utilized Jo reduce the power· losses of the pro-
peller and to increase the front·pressures.· 
(c) With. a larger inlet area, the effect on the 
flow conditions of fan blades in the cowling inlet 
was investigated.~ 
The tests consisted primarily of pressure measure-
ments and flow studies made with a 0.4-scale model. The 
actual effect on airplane and engine performance resulting 
from the improved fl ow is yet to be cl.et ermined. 
COWLETG- DESIGI:TATIOHS 
The recent development of several new covling types 
has necessitated the use of a suitable system of identifi-
cation. In reference 2, the term "cowling C" was applied 
to the best nose-profile shape developed for the conven-
t i anal J:;ACA cowling. Owing to the _wide use of this pro-
file, - the conventional H.A.CA cowling is now generally re-
ferrec1 to as 11 1JAOA cowling C. 11 For convenience it has 
been decided to continue the use of letters as a means of 
iclentifying the newer types. With O for the conven-
tional cowling, the new types will be denoted by succeed-
ing letters of the alphabet in the order of their develop-
ment. 1.i:inor variations of a :particular type will be in-
dicated by suitable subscripts. 
Figure 1 shows the three types of cowling that have 
been developed to date. Cowling D is characterizecl in 
general by an annular inlet opening through which air is 
admitted at a relatively high inlet velocity with respect -
to the flight speed. The present paper deals with the de-
velopment of two forms of this type, D8 and Dsf• in 
which the subscript s refe.rs to a clesign applicable to 
short-nose engines and f indicates the use of a fan at 
the cowling entrance. The subscript I in D1 , shown 
in figure 1, indicates a design suitable for lqng-nose 
engines. 
Cowling E employs a hollow spinner through which 
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both cooling and aca:esso ry- air may be admitted. The ex-
ternal profile of this cowling is•designed to elimiriate 
completely the occurrence of a negative pressure peak, 
thereby permitting a high critical compressibility speed. 
A previous development referred to as a "n6se bloweru 
(reference 3) was similar in that air·was admitted through 
a hollow spihner. ~he external lines for cowling E may 
be obtained from reference 4. In designs· in.which the 
spinner is large enough relative to the propeller·, cu,ffs 
may not be required with cowling E. 
SYUBOLS 
H/q total-pressure coefficient 
p/q static-pressur~ ~o~fficient 
Ap/pn2 D2 pressure-drop coefficient with propeller oper-
ating 
v/V 
A/F 
K 
V/nD 
Cp 
q 
H 
velocity ratio 
duct area in terms of engine frontal area 
conductivity of engine or oriflce plate 
(FV)Ap/) 
advance-diameter ratio of propeller 
power coefficient (P/pn3 D5 ) 
net.thrust coefficient 
· '(OT V \ 
net efficiency Cpn nD) 
pressure drop through a resistance 
dynamic pressure in free stream 
total pre~sure measured above free~stream 
static pressure 
r., 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
V 
V 
p 
A 
F 
Q 
n 
D 
J? 
R 
free-stream velocity 
velocity in a a.u.ct 
mass density of air 
duct area 
engine frontal area 
volume rate of internal flow per unit time 
propeller revolutions per unit time 
propeller diameter 
power applied to propeller 
resultant force in thrust direction measured 
cluring test 
Dst drag of model with streamline nose 
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Subscripts i and e refer, respectively, to aver-
age conditions at the air inlet and at the air exit. 
Subscript t refers to average conc1i ti ons in the duct a_t 
the location of the front tubes. (See fig. 5.) 
APPARATUS AlTD METHODS 
The eJcperinent s were performed in. the }JropE1ller-
research tunnel of the l!ACA. 
The modified 0.4-scale model of the pursuit airplane, 
on which the tests were r:1af.e, is shown in figure 2. In the 
course of the preliminary runs, the sides of the model were 
alterecl. as shown in figure 3. With t:he sicl.es altered, two 
adjustable doors were used for the cooling-air exit in 
brder not to interfere with the oil-cooler and carburetor-
air systems. The inlet-velocity ratio was varied by chang-
ing the opening of these doors . 
A calibrated electric motor inside the oodel turned 
the right~hand, three-blade, 4-focit-diameter metal propel-
ler shown in figure 2. The geometric characteristics of 
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the propeller blade ancl of the cuffs are shown :in figure 4. 
The cuffs were of sheet metal with a symmetrical sectioi 
at t:1e spinner tapering to a section fitting the :propeller 
at the o.5 radius. 
The engine was simulatecL by an orifice plate havi-ng a 
large m.tnber of ½-inch-c1iamet er holes di stri bu.ted over an 
area similar to the area within which the cooling air ac-
tually enters the cylinder-baffle system of the full-
scale airplane. The conductivity of the orifice plate 
,-.ras 0,10. Details of the.· orifice plate are given in fig-
ure 5, which also shows the pressure-tube arrangement for 
measuring the· cooling-air flo-vr. U:he front· tubes of figure 
5 were used to give an indication of the cooling-air flow 
disiribution around the entrance. The tu~e~ for measuring 
the pressure on the front of the ~late were located as 
shown in figure 5 relative to the holes in orcler to avoid. 
err one 01.ts reaclings due to flow angularity. The rear pres-
sure tvas obtainecl from a tube in an unclisturbed region . 
back of the plate. · 
In addition to th~ provisions for enginQ-ty1inder 
cooling, inlet openings were provided for air to an oil 
cooler, a .car-buretor, and two interco olers. From each of 
these inlet openings _the air was conducted through a screen 
and then out through.an adjustable slot. The primary ob-
ject of these auxiliary-s,ir systems was to provic1e inlets 
in suitable locations in order to simulate the actual con-
ditions of operation for the cowling. Little attempt 
was nacl.e to simulate . the internal .ducts required for an 
actual installation. Each of the auxiliary-air systems 
had a total-pressure and a static-pressure tube immediate-
ly ahead of the screen to indicate.the quantity of air 
flowing, a total-pressure tube in the entrance, ~nd.a 
total-pressure tube back of the screen. 
~he shape of cowling .Ds arrived at in the tests is 
sho,-rn in figures 6 and 7. Figure _8 _sho,ws the arrangement 
for tests using fan blade~ to equalize th~ distribution 
of flow into the inlet slot. This cowling ar~angement was 
identical with D8 arrangement $xcept for the decrease 
in spinner. radius near the inlet and the consequent in~ 
crease in inlet area of about 50 percent. The-openings 
for oil-cooler, carburetor, and intercooler air are shown 
in figures 6 ~nd 7. The ord,inates for the cowling lines 
of figures 6 to 8 are given in table I, 
• 
• 
• 
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Flush pressure orifices were installed albng one side 
of tho cowling and along the top of the carburetor-air-
duct outer cover to give ihe pressure distribution near 
the lip of the cowling. 
The operating conditions assu~ed for the full-scale 
airplane were 
V ~ 350 miles per hour or 513.5 feet p~r second 
Altitude= 16 1 000 feet 
For the engine,: 
I( 
= 0.10 
6p = 8 inches of water 
. a 
F = n/4 (4) = 12.57 
For the oil cooler, 
or 41.7 pounds per square foot 
square feet 
K = 0.46 (base~ on full-scale 10-inch-diameter oil cooler) 
6p = 8 inches of water or 41.7 pounds per square foot 
The volume rate of flow was assumed to be the same for the 
oil cooler as for the carburetor. It was estimated that 
each intercooler would use an amount of air equal to 80 
percent of the amount of air supplied to the carburetor. 
The corresponding values for the 0.4-scale model are 
then 
For the engine, 
F = o •. 16 x 12.57 = 2.01 square feet 
6p/q = (41.7) (2) a (0.002378) (0.6088) (513) 
= 0.219 
Q, = KAFV ✓-··6p/q = O.l X ·2.01 Jo.2l9 V = 0 0 0940V 
·1i.. 
1 
For the oil cooler, 
8 
:a Q ='.0.46 n/4 (10/12) =_0.0188V 
~or each interoooler, 
~ = o.ao x o.01asv = 0.0150V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tests with no proneller.- A number of powling-spinner 
combinations of the D6 type were tested over a wide range 
of inlet-velocity ratios. The most promising Cdmbinati~ns 
were tested more thoroughly, the tests inc,luding external-
pressure-distribution measurements to indicate the probable 
critical speeds. The results of the tests of only the most 
effective arrangements are·,presented in this re~ort. 
In order to obtain satisfactory ground cooling, the 
inlet opsning was located at as great a radius as possible 
without increasing the negative peak pressures over the ·· 
cowling lip. 
Stabilized flow at the inlet was obtained with cowling 
Ds when the inlet-velocity ratio was 0.5 or greater. _ Re-
duction of the inlet velocity or modification of the ipin-
ner in such a way as to increase the thickness of its bound-
ary layer caused a flow breakdown in the diffuser. The 
pressures on the front of the orifice plate also dropped 
from 1.0q to about o.aq. 
The s~inner ·was given a reflex curvature in order to 
thin out the boundary layer and to obtain as favorable a 
pressure gradient at the entrance as possible. Figure 9 
gives the pressure distribution measured on the spinner 
surface •. The front portion ot the spinner surface was 
made to aDproximate a spherical surface that would permit 
the front part of the cuffs to be closel_y fittea_. 
~he extremes in velocity indicated. by the front tubes 
of fi"gure 5 are shown in figure 10. If the velocity dis-
tribution aroµnd the inlet were uniform at this section, 
the maximum a1'l.d the minimum . v /v t , -. would be equal and. . 
would have a value greater than unity becau.se of the radi-
al velocity variation in the inlet. These data l:lhow that, 
at inlet-velocity· ratios below 0.5, the flow is not uniform 
for either spinner. Above an inl~t-veioclty ratio of 0.5, 
the flow is more nearly uniform far the short spinner than 
for the long spinner. 
• 
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The preliminary tests indicated that the entrance 
area coula. not be reduced r:iuch below that shown in· figure 
6 without increasing the losses in the ~diffus~r to a pro~ 
hibitive extent. Two angles of divergence between the 
inner and the outer duct surfaces, s0 and a0 , were tried. 
The 5° angle appea:red to,,be the most. favorable for this 
particular cowling and was used for all the ensuing tests. 
The e:iq)ansion was increased rapidly in the last quarter 
of the distance from the inlet to the orifice plate in 
order to cover the engine cylinders. 
L'igures 11 and 12 show the' pressure distribution on 
the front of the plate for both spinners. With no propel-
ler and no l-0sses from the boundary layer on the spinner 
or from diffusion i~ the inlet, tha curves would all be at 
a p/CJ. of 1.0. From these figures it appears that, for 
inlet~velocity ratios below -0.54 £or the long spinner and 
0.52 for the short spinner, conditions a~e not uniform 
around the spinner. Zither th~ pressure distribution on 
the plate or the uniformity of the velocity measurements 
in the inlet gives an indication of the quality of the 
flow. On the basis of the pressure dist~ibution on the 
orifice plate, there .is not, hcrwever, as much improvement 
indicated by the use of high inlet-velocity ratios as was 
indicated·by the velocity neasurements in the inlet. This 
difference is to be expect-ed, of. cou.rse, because the front 
pressu.res show the net effect of the uniformity of the en-
trance flow plus the losses in diffusion, which increaae, 
approximately, as the square of the inlet velocity. 
The pressure distrtbution on the plate is more near-
ly uniform and the pressure is higher for the short spin-
ner than for the long spinner at any given inlet-velocity 
ratio. The peak pressures on the cowling, however, would 
have to be taken into account in choosing between the two. 
Figure_s 13 and 14 show the effect of the spinner shape on 
the pressure distribution over the cowling surfaces. The 
spinner •size has a pronounced effect on the pressures· over 
the cowling. The long spinner gave the lower pressures.· 
In or.der to. lower the l)eak pressures shoun in figure 
13,· the carburetor-air-duct lip was lowered ~o get the ef-
fect of'a reduction in the angle of attack. The surface 
was then progressively reworked to the shape given in ta-
ble I. The pressure distributions for the reworked shape 
are shown in figures 15 and 16. 
0 .. 
The effect of a 10 angle of attack on the pressure 
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distribution over the top of the cowling is shown in fig-
ure 17. · Figure 18 shows tl:At the angle of attack had 
.only a snall effect on the pressures over the side of the 
co1-rling., 
Tests of cowling Ds with. propeller.- The long spin-
ner was used for the propeller tes~s because the short 
spinner, being built of wood and plaster of l'aris, · could 
not be. used with the prop~ller. Two.flight conditions 
were simulated in the final tests. In order to repre9ent 
the high-speed condition, a propeller setting of 37.l at 
the 0.75 radiui was used with an angle of attack of the 
thrust line of o0 • The oil-cooler and the carburetor-
air exit flaps were set for approximate inlet-velocity 
ratios of o.5 at the high-speed V /nD. For the· take~oft' 
condition,
0
a propeller setting of 20° and a~ angle of at-
ta·ck of 10 were used. ':Vhe. oil-cooler exit flap was 
openea to a 20° position. The cooling-~ir exit doors 
were s~t app~oximately 40° to the model surface. 
Pic;ure 19 shows that,.with the propeller operating, 
the pressure distribution on the plate does not ~hange 
much i'rith the inlet-velocity ratio over the small range 
covered. On the basis of the indicated inlet-velocity 
variation as shown in figure 10 or the ·pressure distribu-
tion on the orifice plate, the effect of the propeller 
is to permit operation at a lower inlet-velocity ~atio 
than appeared desirable from the results obtained without 
the propeller. The exit area was adjusted o~ the basis of 
the indicated. inlet-velocity variation to a value whic-h 
gave an inlet~velocity ratio of 0.54 at the high speed 
V/nD. 
For the high-speed condition, figure 20 gives indi-
cated values of pressure drop through the screen and ve-
locity and total pressure in front of the screen for the 
auxiliary internal-air systems. Figure 21 shows the 
cooling-air pressure-drop coef£icient and the correspond-
ing inlet-velocity-~atio curve. Curves for the front 
pressure on the plate and the pressure drop are also given 
in ter~s of the free-stream dynamic pressure.- The pressure-
drop and the inlet-velocity curves are determined ~Y the 
pressure-drop coefficient at any given value o£ V/nD. 
The relations for determining the curves are 
11 
2 b,p 
:a Dz 6p p n 
= (n~)a <l 
and 
vi 
IC 
r /t>,p 
= A1Jq V 
The pressure distribution on the front of the orifice 
·plate is given in figure 22 for a V/nD of 1.5. Over 
most of the orifice-plate area the cuffs have increased 
the total pressure by more than the amount lost in the dif-
fuser ahead of the plate. 
The pressure-drop coefficient and the entrance-
Velocity ratio are given in figure 23 for the take-off con-
dition. The derived curve of b.p/q is drawn in at the 
higher values of V/nD. Figure 24 was prepared from the 
pres sure-drop-coe ffi ci erit curve. of figure 23, . sinc_e t_he 
quantity !:::,p/q becomei::i meaningless at low speeds.·· Fig-
ure 24 applies only to the geometrically similar full-
scale airplane with a 10-fnot propeller. The pressure dis-
tribution over the front of the plate at a V/nD of 0.65 
is gi_yen in figure 25. The propeller has a large effect 
9n the pressures on the front -0f the orifice plate, as 
wo_ulcL ,be· e:x:pectecl. The variation ,in pressures around the 
orifice plate i~ cauaed by the angle of- attack of the mod-
el~ w~ich has the effect of increasing the local angle of 
ai.tack of the cuff sections going down on the right side 
and 'clecreasing the ··angle of attack of the cuff sections 
going up on the left side. 
It m~y be interesting to note that increasing the an-
gle of attack from· o0 to 10° decreased"the pressure be-
hind the baffle plate by 0~3q. This effect may be ac-
counted for by the low pressure field of the wing extend-
ing to the doors. 
:t'ests uith axial f'an to prevent reverse flow, cQ.tl-
ing Dsf•~ For the cowling Dsf arrangement it was intend-
ed that, at the high-speed condition, the fan blades mount-
ed on the spinner should control the flow into the inlet 
rather th~n help force th~ air through the. cdoliµg syatem. 
It was assumed that, if the blade angle were a4justed to 
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approximately zero lift under .the high-speed operating 
conditions, the power ·absorbed by_Jhe fan blades would be 
very small and that any locil deviation from uniform flow 
into the inlet would change the angle of attack of each 
blade as it passed the disfurbed section in the direction 
to oppose the deviation whtle-it was still small. The re-
sult should be to stabilize the velocity around the inlet 
to a uniform value. 
The axial fan would also be idvantageous in increas-
ing the cooling flow for the ground and the climbing con-
ctitions, inasmuch as the angle of .attack .of the blades 
woul_d in~re:ase as the quantity of co9lin_g. air decrease_d_. 
The iargei inlet ar~a of c~wling Dsf was obtained 
by using the same outer cowling as for the Ds cowling 
tests with smaller spinner and inner-diffuser surface 
diameter~. No alteration of-the outside -eurface to obtain 
the lowest peak pres~ures for the Dsf cowling wa~ at-
tempte·a-. Satisfactory measure_ments of th.e velo·city .dis.-
tribution at the inlet were not obtairi~d ~ecause bf the· 
difficulty in setting the front tubes· of f·i-gu·re 5 ·relative 
to the .flow back of the fan blades. The pres~ure distri-
bution on the plate was therefore used to inclicate the 
quality of the flow in the cowling. 
Figure· 26 shows the pressure-drop coef'ficient · in the 
high-sJ?eea. condition for two fan-blade settings with dif-
ferent values of the exit area. Values of exit area are 
given in figures 26 to 32 to separate the effects of the 
fan blades from the -effect.s of internal-flow changes re-
sulting from exit-area changes. The lin~s of constant 
t:;p/q are included to give the pressure-coefficient curves 
added significance. The ~p/q curves are not plotted· 
from test data since~ for fixed values of ip/q, a curve 
of Lp/pn 2 D2 is determined. The 35° setting appears to 
be on the low side
0
as it decreases the flow over most of 
the range. The 45 setting· increases the flow over most · 
' . ' 0 
of the range. It appear~ that a fan-bla~e setting of 40 
wouli have given the desired effect of no ~ange in flow 
ca-µ.sed b_y the blades in the high-speed condition. 
Figures 27 to 29 give the pressure distribution on 
the plate at V/nD =·1.,5 for various conditions of fan-
blad~ setting and inlet-v~locity ratio. Figures 27 and 28 
show improvement of the pressure distribution on· the plate 
for both fan-blade settings with the 45° settlng:g1ving 
~ I 
the highest :pressures, indicating that the fan;did help in 
stabilizing the fl ow. for 1 ow inlet vel oci.t i es.· ·· The pre S!"" 
sures can exceed q even ~ith no fan blades since the 
cuffs were in place for all fa~ tests. Figure 29 shows an 
increase in front pressure as the exit area is reduced~ 
This r~sult follows from the fact that a reduction in the 
amount of flow increases the angle of atta.ck on the fan 
blades and on the inner end of the cuffs. 
The effect of the fan blades on the propeller charac-
teristics is shown in figure 30. The CT and the 'll 
curves are of little significance because the exit-door 
settings were changed and because the model was in a more 
carefully prepared concl.i tion for the drag test •with the· 
streamline nose than for the propeller tests'.with f~n · 
blade~. It is also probable thai the cuffs we~e not set-
at the optimum angle.; The important conclusion to be drawn 
from figure 30 is that the fan blades may be used with a 
neiligible power expenditure. 
For the take-off condition, fiture 31 shows a slight 
increase in pressure coefficient for the 35° fan-blade 
setting and a considerable increase for the 45° setting. 
A poorer plate pressure distribution with fan ~lades is 
indicated in figure 32 for the take-off condition, al-
though the average pressure and the volume of air flowin5 
are definitely higher for the condition of blades set 45 
than for the condition of no blades. This uneven pressure 
distribution may be accounted for by the angle of pitch, 
which has the effect of increasing the angle of attack of 
the blade and cuff sections going down on the righ·t side 
and decreasing the angle pf attack of the blade an~ cuff 
sections going up on the left side. 
Comparison of cowlings Ds and Dsf•- It has been 
shown from these tests that, with no propeller, stable 
flow at the inlet may be obtained by the use of a high 
inlet-velocit~ ratio. The tests of cowling D6 with the 
propeller operating were made with an inlet-ve16city ratio 
high enough to insure stable flow without the effect of 
the propeller cuffs. The possibility of u~ing a-lower 
inlet-velocity ratio with propeller operating was not in-
vestigated on cowling D8 • The inlet-velocity ratio for 
cowling Dsf, hovever, was considerably lower than for 
D6 , and the results obtained without. the fan bl~des may 
be conpared with the high inlet-velocity results of cowl-
ing Ds with propeller~ This comparison is not strictly 
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valid sirice the optimuo cuff setting for a Cowling with 
low inlet-velocity ratio would not·be the optimum setting 
for a cowling with high inlet-velo•city ratio. 
The pressures on the front of the plat~ are given in 
figures 33 and 34 for both the high-speed and the take- · 
off conditions- The flow of air was substantially the:. 
same for the two cowlings. For the high-speed condition• 
figure 33 shows that cowling Dsf without fan blades 
gives pressu~es ott the· front of the plate that approach in 
uniformity and magnit~de the pressures obtalnei, with cowl-
ing D~, even though the inlet-velocity rati~ is in the· 
neighborhood of 0.3. In the take-off condition figure· 34 
shows the pres•ut~s with cowling Dsf without fan ~lides 
to be lJigh·er ap.d in ore nearly uniform than with .cowlin,g . 
Ds• fhe.pre~sures exceed q .. f6r both cowlirigs because.of 
the effect of the cuffs. The reason for the lower pres~ 
sur~s with cowling D6 is that, with the.higher inlet-
velocity ratio, the losses in diffusion ahead of the plate 
are greater. 
Figures 33 and 34 shov that the effect of the fan 
blades on cowling Dsf was to increase the pressures on\ 
the fr.ont 6f the orifice plate for both the high-speed· and 
the take-off conditions. In.the take-off n6ndition, how-
ever, the effect of the fan blades is also to· make the 
pressure distribution on the plate less uniform. 
Although no measurements were made of the surface 
pressures with cowling Dsf' it seems probable that the 
critical speed for cowling Dsf• either with or without 
the fan blades, could not be reduced to values obtainable 
with cowwling Ds•· 
CONCLUDING RE14'.A.RKS 
Flow and pressure studies leading to the development 
of UACA cowlings D8 and D8 r, designs that are applica-
ble to short-nose radial engines, have been described. 
Cowling Ds provided higher pressures for cooling at 
the front of the engine and had a higher estimated. qriti-
caJ. compressibility speed than is commonly e:x:pecte<t with 
the conventional C~type cowling •. These improvements were 
brought about through the use of a large spinner, a ·modi~ 
15 
fied cowling shape, diffus~on ~a~sages ahead of the engine, 
a relatively high inlet-velocity ratio, and the use of 
large-chord propeller cuffs. 
Without th~:propeller, an inlet-velocity ratio of 0.5 
was reauired to giv~ stable flow into the c~wling. With 
the stabi.lizing effect of the propeller equipped with 
large-chord cuffs, satisfactory pressure distribution on 
the front of the ~rificci plate was obtained with a larger 
inlet opening and an inlet-velocity ratio as low as 0.3. 
With the larger inlet opening, the pressures on the plate 
for the take-off condition were higher than with the small-
er inlet opening owing to the decreased diffuser losses 
resulting from the lower inlet velocity. 
Estination of the critical speed fro~ the peak nega-
tive uressures measured without the propeller gave a 
critical Hach number of o. 70 with the·· large spinner and 
an inlet-velocity ratio of Q.5 as cora~arei with 0.63 for 
the C-type cowling. 
Auxiliary ducts with inlets built into the cowling 
lip were found to provide full dynamic pressures without 
incurring· surface pres sure s great er than those for the 
basic cowling. 
Cowling Dsf had a larger inlet area than cowling 
D8 and had fan blades mounted on the spinner in the annu-
lar inlet. The fan blades had the same general effects 
as the cuffs; they provided stabl~ inlet flow at an inlet-
velocity ratio as low as 0.25 and increased the cooling 
pressures available in all flight conditions. The fan 
blades could be adjusted to absorb very little power in 
the high-speed condition. 
This investigation should serve as a background for ~~e 
development work necessary to each particular engine in-
stallation. T~e external sha~e required to give the low-
est possible peak negative pr~ssur;s varies with both the 
inlet size and the inlet-velocity ratio. The determination 
of this shape should, if possible, be made with propeller 
running for the design operating condition of each particu-
lar case. The effect of t~e spinner shape and size on the 
internal front pressures appears to be worthy of further 
experinentation and should be studied in the presence of 
the pro1)eller. 
Langley IIemorial Aeronautical Labo;;.~atory, 
ITational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va. 
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NACA TABLE I 
Table. 1 
SPINNER AND COWLING ORDINATES OF COWLING$ D6 AND Dsf 
[All ordinates given in incheg) 
• Spinner and inner cowling radii Cowling 
Long Short Long spinner Carburetor air 
Distances. spinner, spinner. with tan duct ordinates' Ciroular-section 
cowling cowling bl ados, cowl-· in ple.ne ot radii 
Ds Ds ing Dst symmetr:y 
<· 
Inside Outside Inside Outside 
-10.87 0 
----
0 
---- ---- ··-- ----
-10.5 .50 
-·--
.50 
---- ---· ---- ----
-10.0 1.14 
----
1.14 
---- ----· '---- ----
.. 9.0 2.29 
----
2.29 
---- ---- ----
----
-a.5 2 .• 75 0 2.75 ---· ---- ·--· ----
-a.o 3.15 .97 3.15 ---- ---- ---- ----
-1.0 3.79 2.22 3.19 ---- ---- ---- ----
-6.0 4.33 3.14 4.33 ... --- ---- ---· ----
-5.0 _4.77 3.a3 4.77 
----
----
•••• 
.. ----
.4.0 5.12 4.3l 5.12 ---- ---- ---- ----
.3.0 5~43 4.71 5.43 ---- ---- ---- ----
-2.0 5.68 5.23 5.68 ·--- ---- ··--
___ _. 
-1.0 5.90 5.a2 5.86 ---- -~-- -··· ----
•• 4 
---· ---- ----
8.43 8.43 
-----
-----
•• 3 
----
---- ----
8.40 8.65 ....... 
, ___ .. 
... 2 
---- ----
--~- e.~ a.1a ---- ----
... 1 
___ ., 
---- ----
a.57 a.90 ·~-- ·---
0 6.36 6.36 5.99 a.65 a.9e 7.30 7.'30 
.1 
---- -----
---- ---- ----
7.19 7.54 
.2 
---- ---.- ---- ----- ----
7.19 7.65 
.; 
---- ·---
---~ ---- --·-
7.24 7.76 
.5 ..... 
---- ----
9.02 9.36 7.29 7.94 
1.0 6.65 6.65 6.06 9.'4 9.~ 7.44 8.30 
2.0 6.75 6.75 6.o; 9.eo 10.oa 7.61 a.a, 
3~0 6.73. 6.73 5.97 10.15 10.44 7.66 9.20 
4.0 6.€() 6.00 5.82 10.Li2 10.71 7.& 9.47 
5.0 6.39 6.39 5.62 10.62 10.91 7.;7 9.66 
6.o 5.(:e 5.62 5.35 10.n '11.04 7.97 9.79 
6.3 5.26 5.26 5.26 ---- ---- a.25 ---· 
7.0 
---- ----
---- ----
11.15 
---· ----
a.o 
---- ----
---- ----
11.23 
---- ----
9.0 
---- ·--- ---- ----
11.30 
---- ---· 
10.0 ' 11.~r:; 
---- ---- ---- ----
---- ----
I 
aDiste.nces are measured along the thrust center line trcm station O. Those 
dietanoes given as negative.are measured forward trom station o. 
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Figure 23.- Pressure-drop coefficient for take-off condition. Cowling D8 ; 
propeller set 20°; angle of attack, 10°. 
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Figure 24.- Pressure drop with cowling Ds for full-scalo airplane with 
10--foot propeller set 20° with cuffs. p = 0.002378. Com-
puted from -pressure-drop coefficients obtained from Fig. 23. 
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Figure 25.- Pressure distribution on orifice plate for take-off condition. 
Cowling D8 ; propeller set 20°; angle of attack, 10°; V/nD, 
0.65; Vi/V, 1.16. 
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Figure 28,- Effect of fan blades on orifice~plate pressure distribution 
for cowling Dsf• Propeller set 37.1°; angle of attack, o0 ; 
v/nD, 1.5; Ae/F, 0.066. 
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Figure 29, ... :Effect of fan blades on orifice-pla,te pressure distribution 
for cowling Dsf• Propeller set 37.1°; angle of attack, o0 ; 
fan blades set 35°; v/n:n, 1.5. 
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Figure 31.- Effect of fan blades on pressure drop for cowling Dstin take~ 
off condition. Propeller set 20° with cuffs; angle of attack, 
10°; A6 /F, 0.220. 
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Figure 32.- Pressure distribution on orifice plate for take-off condition 
with cowling Dsf• Propeller set 20°1 angle of attack, 10°, 
Ae/F, 0.220; v/n:n, o .• 65, 
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Figure 33 ... Comparison of coWlings D8 and Dsf for the high-speed 
condition. :Propeller set 37.1°; angle of attack, o0 ; 
v/nD, 1.7. 
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Figure 34. - Comparison of cowlings D8 and D8 f for the climb condi tioi1. 
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Propeller set 20°; angle of attack, 10°; Ae/F, O. 220; · 
V nD, 0.65. 
